REVIEW 12- TERM 2
SOUND & STRESS:
I. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the rest
in the position of the main stress in each of the following questions:
1. a. civilian
b. official
c. temporary
d. tsunami
2. a. involve
b. appall
c. devote
d. victim
3. a. convention
b. medical
c. headquarters
d. charity
4. a. volunteer
b. epidemic
c. humanitarian
d. dedication
5. a. injury
b. involvement
c. principle
d. poverty
II.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined
part is pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions:
a. catastrophe
b. facsimile
c. feminine
d. recipe
a. famine
b. epidemic
c. specialize
d. discriminate
a. advocacy
b. struggle
c. purpose
d. suggest
a. symbolize
b. emergency
c. poverty
d. qualify
a. history
b. significant
c. philosopher
d. pioneer

VOCABULARY:
III.
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of
the following questions.
1: Widespread doubt about women’s intellectual ability led most societies to deny many legal and political
_________ to women.
A. role
B. rights
C. activity
D. varies
2: The businesswoman owns her _____________ to her excellent public relations.
A. success
B. goal
C. task
D. challenge
3: The country’s _____________ situation has improved ever since the development of tourist industry.
A. income
B. financial
C. salary
D. economic
4: A new travel _____________ has opened in town.
A. host
B. companies
C. agency
D. locations
5: Now CITES has taken on the _____________ of getting 800 species of animals and plants banned from
international trade.
A. task
B. responsibility
C. duty
D. vision
6: What _____________ do you play in the school football team?
A. status
B. location
C. position
D. right
7: Mrs. Park Geun-Hye is the first female ________ to become the President of South Korea.
A. woman
B. prisoner
C. housewife
D. politician
8: Women have _____________ been paid less than men and have been allocated lower-status work.
A. no longer
B. seldom
C. just
D. historically
9: Our headquarters was washed away and we need a ________ office right now.
A. building
B. modern
C. wonderful
D. temporary
10: Thanks to the tremendous effort of the Red Cross, food, clothes, and medicines were sent to the
_________ of the flood in time.
A. injury
B. victims
C. epidemic
D. famine
IV.

Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets:

1. (INVOVEMENT) I don’t want to get ____________in their argument.
2. (PROVISION) The charity aims to ___________food and shelter for people in the remote areas of the
country.
3. (INITIATE) As an ASEAN member, Vietnam has actively participated in the groups programs and has
also created new ___________and cooperation mechanics.
4. (DISCRIMINATE) The International Red Cross helps people in need without any _____________
based on nationality, race, religion, class or political opinions.
5. (RESPECT) The firefighters’ single-minded devotion to the rescue of the victims of the fire was
_____________.

WORD FORMATION
At the end of April, Forbes counted 77 billionaires who had donated to different causes to do with
coronavirus (1)____________ (RELIEVE). The biggest donation came from Twitter and Square CEO Jack
Dorsey. He is donating $1 billion – one quarter of his fortune. If any of the money was left over, it should go
towards causes helping girls worldwide and those dealing with basic (2)________(COME), Dorsey has
reportedly said.
Bill and Melinda Gates have been very involved in the crisis through their
(3)______________(CHARITY) foundation. The Microsoft (4)___________(FOUND) and his wife have
made the second-highest private COVID-19 donation, according to Forbes. More well-known philanthropists
have pledged to the coronavirus cause, among them Jeff Skoll of Skoll Foundation, a former eBay exec, and
George Soros of the hedge fund Soros Fund Management, who is also well-known for his philanthropic
agency, the Open Society Foundation.
While the top 10 of donations is dominated by U.S. billionaires, Azim Premji of Indian IT corporation
Wipro and Andrew Forrest of Australian iron ore producer Fortescue Metals have also made
(5)________(SIZE) donations. Both chairmen are also known for their philanthropic endeavors.
V.

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in
meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
1: Drug abuse has long been a major problem here.
A. big
B. unimportant
C. main
D. unequal
2: The majority of British people didn’t support the idea of integration into the EU.
A. separation
B. realization
C. association
D. unification
3: UNICEF will work to meet disabled children’s immediate needs and make sure they receive medical
aids.
A. relief
B. helps
C. assistance
D. barriers
4: The WTO’s goal is to promote “a more prosperous, peaceful and accountable economic world”
A. create
B. make
C. accelerate
D. hinder
5: People and organizations who want to help fight the pandemic can now donate through the COVID
Solidarity Response Fund for WHO.
A. give away
B. offer
C. keep back
D. contribute
VI.

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in
meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.
1: Although their status varies in different countries, women in most parts of the world have gained
significant legal rights.
A. respectful
B. deep-seated
C. important
D. affected
2: Early warnings of rising water levels prevented another major catastrophe.
A. pollution
B. famine
C. disaster
D. epidemic
3: The conference was held with a view to laying down rules for the treatment and protection of the
wounded and the disaster-stricken
A. putting down
B. putting aside.
C. establishing
D. cancelling
4: Taking over this important position means not behaving irresponsibly for any problems.
A. carefully
B. trustworthily
C. unreliably
D. devotedly
5: The image of lions is often used to symbolize strength.
A. enhance
B. show off
C. stand for
D. take up
GRAMMAR:
VII. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of
the following questions.
1: The more polluted the environment is, ___________.
A the worse our health becomes
B the worst we face with our health
C our health gets worse
D does our health gets worse
2: My car is ___________ your car.
A more fast and economical than
B faster and more economical than
C more fast and more economical than
D faster and economical as

3: ERROR IDENTIFICATION: The better you are at English, more chance you have to get a more wellpaid job with international organizations.
A better
B more chance
C are at
D get a more
4: Can you keep calm for a moment? You ___________ noise in class.
A are always made
B are always making
C always make
D have always made
5: The man died because the medical help was not summoned. A doctor should ___________ immediately.
A have been called
B be called
C have called
D called
6: The child doesn’t ___________ either of his parents.
A get over
B carry out
C take after
D take off
7: ERROR IDENTIFICATION: The principal usually has his students collected waste paper for their miniprojects.
A collected
B for
C usually
D mini-projects
8: The police acted too slowly. By the time the first car arrived, the gangsters ___________ away with the
money.
A did drive
B were driving
C have driven
D had driven
9: The problem is believed ___________ at the meeting two days ago.
A having been discussed B to have discussed
C being discussed
D
to have been
discussed
10: They decided to ___________ their journey till the end of the month because of epidemic.
A take up
B turn up
C put out
D put off
SPEAKING:
VIII. Choose the best response.
1: Brian: “Has an announcement been made about the nine o’clock flight to Paris?”
– Tom: “__________”
A Not yet.
B Sorry, I don’t.
C I don’t think so.
D Yes, it is nine o’clock.
2: Ann: “We have to hurry if we want to finish this project on time.”
– Nancy: “______________________”
A I’m tired. I’ll go home early.
B OK. But I’ll call you later.
C How wonderful you are.
D I’ll say we will!
3:
Jenny: “Do you think that we should use public transportation to protect our environment?”
- Linda: “___________”
A There is no doubt about it.
B Well, that’s very surprising.
C Yes, it’s an absurd idea.
D Of course not. You bet.
4: Pike: “______________________”
– Michel: “It provides supports and funds for the most disadvantaged children.”
A I’m not sure about the time UNICEF established.
B Where is the headquarter of UNICEF?
C Why don’t you apply to UNICEF?
D Do you know anything about UNICEF?
5: Bill: “From my point of view, married women should not go to work.”
– Peter: “___________”
A You can say that again.
B I strongly disagree with you.
C Nothing more to say.
D What nonsense!
ERROR IDENTIFICATION:
IX.
Choose the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following questions and
correct it if possible.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Harry was pushed over by someone standing next to him in the queue.
Can you look after the opening times on the school website?
In recent years women’s role has varied dramatically in comparison with that 50 years ago.
Women no longer depend economically of their husbands or families.
UNICEF’s mission is to help children reach their fully-developing potential.

SENTENCE COMPLETION:

X.

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the
word given. Do not change the word given.

TENSES & PHRASAL VERBS: (Use no more than 5 words)
1. It's over twenty years since they got divorced. (UP)
 They have ______________________ than twenty years.
2. In the middle of the attack of Covid-19 in America, NASA have launched their astronauts into
space again. (WHILE)
 NASA have launched American astronauts into space again ___________________ America.
3. He looks like his elder brother in every aspect. (AFTER)
 He _____________ in every aspect.
4. She could not overcome the missing of her son. (TIME)
 She could not get _________ her son was missing.
5. Someone will take care of my kitten during our trip to Dalat, won’t they? (AFTER)
 My kitten will be __________ going to Dalat, won’t it?
6. In an exam, never ever stop trying so you can pass it with flying colours! (SITTING)
 Never ever give ____________ an exam so you can pass it with a very high mark.
7. The police arrived at the site just to witness the explosion of the bomb. (OFF)
 The bomb ________ the police arrived at the site.
8. The match will have to be canceled because of the upcoming storm. (PUT)
 The upcoming storm will____________.
9. They report that lootings and riots block the traffic all over Minnesota. (HELD)
 The traffic all over Minnesota are __________by lootings and riots.
10. He became less patient as he got older.
 The ______, _____ patient he became.
11. The price of personal computers is gradually getting lower. (EXPENSIVE)
 Personal computers are getting___________.
12. She says that he spent a year in India.
 He ____________ a year in India.
13. There is confirmation of Mr. Donald's intended resignation. (THAT)
 It is ____________ to resign.
14. Most of the committee thought it was not a viable solution. (NOT)
 It __________a viable solution by most of the committee.
15. Keep practice, and you’ll see that it is easy.
 The __________________ it will be.
CLOZE TEST:
XI.
Read the following passage, and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate
the correct word(s) for each of the blanks.
GAP FILL 1
The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) is an international non-governmental organization
(1)________ in 1961,working in the field of the wild preservation, and the reduction of humanity's footprint
on the environment. It was formerly named the World Wildlife Fund, ____(2)_________ remains its official
name in Canada and the United States.
It is the world's _____(3)_______ conservation organization with over five million supporters
worldwide, working in more than 100 countries, supporting around 1,300 conservation and environmental
projects. WWF is a foundation, with 55% of funding from individuals and bequests, 19% from government
sources (such as the World Bank, DFID, USAID) and 8% from corporations in 2014.
The group's (4) ________ is "to stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and to build a
future in which humans live in harmony with nature.” Currently, much of its work concentrates
_____(5)________ the conservation of three biomes that contain most of the world's biodiversity: oceans and
coasts, forests, and freshwater ecosystems. Among other issues, it is also concerned with endangered species,
sustainable production of commodities and climate change.
1: A. revealed
B. Strengthened
C. discovered
D. founded
2: A. that
B. which
C. who
D. this

3: A. most
4: A. mission
5: A. in

B. more
B. goals
B. with

C. fewest
C. work
C. on

D. largest
D. aims
D. about

READING COMPREHENSION:
XII. Read the following passage, and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to
indicate the correct answer to each of the questions.
PASSAGE 1
Since the 1940s, most international women’s rights efforts have been organized by the Commission on
the Status of Women (CSW), an office established in 1947 by the United Nations (UN). The Commission is
the only existing intergovernmental body that issues reports on and recommendations for the promotion of
women’s political, social, economic, and cultural rights. The CSW also acts as an advocate for women’s rights
and can urge immediate international action in cases of severe violations of women’s rights.
The UN encouraged equality in the workplace for men and women when it sponsored the Convention
Concerning Equal Remuneration for Men and Women Workers for Work of Equal Value in 1953 and the
Convention Concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation in 1960. Over 100
countries ratified these measures. In 1975 the UN launched the Decade for Women, a ten-year effort to focus
on women’s issues. From 1975 to 1985 international groups formed a series of conferences organized around
the themes of equality, development, and peace. The conferences took place throughout the world and drew
leaders and delegates from developing and industrialized nations alike. The Decade for Women culminated in
the 1985 UN Nairobi Conference, held in Nairobi, Kenya, which was attended by 375 delegations of women
from nations around the world.
The United Nations’ Fourth World Conference on Women was held in Beijing, China, in 1995. Over
17,000 people registered for the event, including delegates from nearly 200 countries. The Platform for Action
that emerged from the conference focused on the removal of obstacles to women’s equal participation in
society. The most controversial sections of the platform concerned reproductive rights, particularly the right
to have an abortion. The final document declared that “the ability of women to control their own fertility
forms, an important basis for the enjoyment of other rights,” and asserted the right of women and men to have
access to all legal methods of fertility regulation.
1: What are the functions of the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW)?
A. To urge immediate international action in cases of severe violations of women’s rights.
B. To issue reports on and recommendations for the promotion of women’s political, social, economic, and
cultural rights.
C. To act as an advocate for women’s rights.
D. All are correct.
2: When was the first convention on women’s equality held?
A. In 1940.
B. In 1947
C. In 1953.
D. In 1975
3: What was the main goal of the Decade for Women?
A. To encourage equality in the workplace for men and women.
B. To encourage equality, development, and peace for men and women.
C. To remove obstacles to women’s equal participation in society.
D. All are correct.
4: What did the Platform for Action in the World Conference on Women held in Beijing, China, in 1995
focus on?
A. To encourage equality in the workplace for men and women.
B. To remove obstacles to women’s equal participation in society.
C. To allow women to control their own fertility forms.
D. To solve the most controversial sections of the platform concerned reproductive rights.
5: What was the conclusion of the Platform for Action on women’s reproductive rights?
A. To assert the right of women and men to have access to all legal methods of fertility regulation.
B. To allow women to have the ability to control their own fertility forms, an important basis for the enjoyment
of other rights.
C. To adopt the right of women to have an abortion.
D. All are correct.
THE END

ÐÁP ÁN
SOUNDS & STRESS
SOUNDS
1C 2D 3A 4C 5B
STRESS
1C /-/ 2C /aɩ/ 3B /ʌ/ 4D /aɩ/

5 D /aɩ/

VOCABULARY
WORD CHOICE
1. B
2. A
3. D
4. C
5. B
8. D
9. D
10. B
WORD FORM
1.INVOLVE
5.DISCRIMINATION
2.INVOLVED
6.RESPECTABLE
3.PROVIDE
7.EMERGENCIES
4.INITIATIVES
8.INSPIRED
ANTONYM
1. B
2. A
3. D
4. D
5. C
SYNONYM
1. C
2. C
3. C
4. C
5. C
GRAMMAR
1. A
2. B
3. B
4. B
5. A
8. D
9. D
10. D
11. A
12. B
15. D
16. C
17. C
18. C
19. C
SPEAKING
1. A
2. D
ERROR IDENTIFICATION

3. A

4. D

6. C

7. D

9.CONFERENCE
10.TREATMENT

6. C
13. C
20. B

5. B

1. D - better
2. C- by someone
3. A -up
4. D - to
5. B - the simpler
SENTENCE COMPLETION

1: TENSES & PHRASAL VERBS: (Use no more than 5 words)
1. since he left for
2. been broken up for more
3. didn’t get up until
4. turned up, we had left/ left/ had gone
5. out when it rained
2: COMPARISON & PASSIVE REPORTING VERBS (Use no more than 6 words)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

older he gets, the less
higher we climb, the better it
less and less expensive
later it is at night
is said to have spent

CLOZE TEST
GAP FILL 1
1. D
2. B
3. D
READING COMPREHENSION
PASSAGE 1
1. D
2. C
3.B

4. A

5. C

4. B

5.D

7. A
14. D

